We introduce the anisotropic two-photon Rabi model in which the rotating and counter rotating terms enters along with two different coupling constants. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors are studied with exact means. We employ a variation of the Braak method based on Bogolubov rotation of the underlying su(1, 1) Lie algebra. Accordingly, the spectrum is provided by the analytical properties of a suitable meromorphic function. Our formalism applies to the two-modes Rabi model as well, sharing the same algebraic structure of the two-photon model. Through the analysis of the spectrum, we discover that the model displays a first order and a parity symmetry breaking quantum phase transitions as the spin-boson coupling strength is varied.
I. INTRODUCTION
Two-photon Rabi type models serve the study of various quantum effects in systems of bosonic fields coupled to a set of localized levels. Its simplest instance traces back to the theory of micromaser [1, 2] . In such a quantum optics set up, three atomic levels are coupled each other through two-boson field in a cascade transition |g → |i → |e , with the energy difference ω eg is twice of boson field frequency ω, and with the intermediate state being strongly detuned with ω ei and ω ig . After adiabatically eliminating the intermediate state, and neglecting the Stark shift, one arrives at the two-photon Rabi model [3] . Phenomenologically, such type of models describe two-level atom interacting with squeezed light [4] . More recently, models of these type emerged in different context of quantum technology. Indeed, they can be obtained as effective models describing quantum dots inserted in QED micro cavity [5] . In this context, the localized levels are provided by the excitonic energies of the quantum dot. Two photon process in quantum dots were observed through photoluminiscence experiments [6] . Finally, two-mode Rabi models emerge, in circuit QED involving superconducting qubits in the ultra strong regime where non-linear couplings become realistic [7] [8] [9] and in ion traps [10] . The two-mode boson filed can be realized by a charged particle in a magnetic field [26] .
This paper deals with the exact energy spectrum and eigenstates of the two-photon Rabi model.
In a weak coupling limit between the bosonic degree of freedom and the spin, these models are completely solvable [11] employing the so-called Rotating-Wave Approximation (RWA). The exact solvability by means of Algebraic Bethe Ansatz was also studied [12] . In most, if not all, of the scenarios depicted above, however, the 'physical working point' is in a strong coupling regime, where the RWA is a poor approximation. In particular, some recent experiments are concerned about the ultra strong coupling regime. The deviation from the RWA becomes clear. Beyond RWA, the exact eigenenergies and eigenstates were obtained in the 'isotropic' case where the rotating terms and counter-rotating terms have the same weight [13] [14] [15] . The solution is obtained applying a variation of the procedure that Braak recently devised for the single photon Rabi model [16] (see also [17, 18] ).
In this paper, we introduce a class of anisotropic version of the two-mode and two-photon Rabi model, where the rotating and counter rotating terms play along with two different parameters. As the single-mode case, our model enjoys a Z 2 parity symmetry. Relying on it, we will give the exact solution of anisotropic two-photon and two-mode Rabi model by Bogoliubov operator method [18, 19] . We will demonstrate that such model displays quantum phase transitions. A first order transition is governed by the anisotropic parameter. For higher values of the spin-boson strength, we find a quantum phase transition in which the Z 2 parity symmetry is broken allowing a super-radiance phenomenon.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the symmetry of the su(1, 1) Rabi model is discussed. In Sec. III, we present our approach in detail for the anisotropic two-mode Rabi model. In Sec. IV, the anisotropic twophoton Rabi model is exactly solved. In Sec. V, we analyze the behavior at large coupling strength. In Sev. VI, some discussions and a brief summary are given finally.
II.
THE TWO-PHOTON RABI MODEL: su(1, 1) AND Z2 SYMMETRY
The Hamiltonian reads
where the ω fix the energy of the bosonic field and g is the coupling constant, λ being the anisotropic parameter characterizing the difference between rotating and counter-rotating spin-boson interactions. The features of the Hamiltonian above are intimately connected with su(1, 1) Lie algbra realized by
obeying to
with invariant Casimir operator
where κ labels the representations. K ± and K 0 are offdiagonal and diagonal operators in the Cartan basis, respectively. Relations (3) can be realized through first order differential operators acting on a suitable functional space:
The isomorphism above can be seen as a 'Bargman realization' for su(1, 1) (see for example [20] ). We remark that su(1, 1) is a non-compact algebra and therefore the representation space is a non trivial manifold. In the su(1, 1) specific case, the representation space is isomorphic to an hyperboloid. Different representations correspond to a discrete series in the upper or lower branch of the hyperboloid, often denoted as D ± k . In the case of the two-boson case considered here, κ = for even or odd number Fock basis, respectively (see the appendix for the representation index for the su(1,1) Rabi model realized by two-bosonic-mode). Another possible, but inequivalent, representation is the continuous one, labeled by the eigenvalues of K ± [21] ). As we shall see in the next sections, the computation of the exact solution of the model (A1) involves the diagonalization inside the su(1, 1) algebra. We will choose a representation in which K 0 is diagonal. Correspondingly, certain constraints will emerge in the solution (see (14) ). In appendix, we discuss the spectrum beyond such constraint.
The Hamiltonian (1 ) enjoys a Z 2 symmetry:
whose eigenvalues belong to a four-dimensional manifold spanned by p = ±1 and ±i. Such a manifold yields four irreducible subspaces of the su(1, 1) for two photons. Incidentally, we note that the model with Z 2 symmetry breaking, i.e. with σ x term added to the Hamiltonian, can also be solved by our method [23] .
The following observation is important for the procedure to analyze the eigen-system of (1). Despite, the (unitary) transformation
is not a symmetry of the Hamiltonian, it defines an automorphism of su (1, 1) . In this way, we shall see that (7) induces a specific redundancy of the eigevectors of (1) , that is ultimately useful for us. The issue is more evident by spelling-out the spin basis in (1)
and applying a rotation of the basis:
By inspection of the equation above, we see that its eigen-system of:
is left invariant by the transformation (7) by simultaneously swapping v 1 and v 2 . Summarizing: the su(1, 1) automorphism (7) implies the existence of two sets of eigenstates of
Equivalently, the role of (7) in the Bogolyubov scheme we will adopt below is played by the transformation z → −z in the su(1, 1)-Bargman realization (5) of the spectral problem for (13) . This way, the redundancy property of the eigenvectors involve (
T . Indeed, such a structure of the Hilbert space implies that the domain of analyticity of
T can be extended to the whole complex plane.
In the next section, we shall see how such a property will be exploited to construct a meromorphic function (G(z)) whose analytical structure provides the spectrum of the Hamiltonian (1).
III. EXACT ANALYSIS OF THE EIGENSYSTEM
In this section we solve the anisotropic two-mode Rabi model of Eq.(1). We will be formulating an ansatz for the eigenvectors expressed as a series expansion expansion that we eventually determining through recurrence relations. It turns out that such recurrence relations are easier to solve if we rotate the spin axes suitably:
where p = ∆ cos 2β, q = ∆ sin 2β, r = sin 2β 2
Next, we perform a rotation in the su(1, 1) algebra by using a Bogoliubov transformation [23] ,
where
Because of the anisotropy, we notice that we cannot get rid of the nonCartan generators of su(1, 1) in all the matrix elements.
Nevertheless, we can fix the parameters u, v, and β in such a way that the upper (lower) off-diagonal element of (H) ′ is a generalized lowering (raising) operator in su(1, 1). Such a choice will simply the solution of the recurrence relations below (see (18) , (20), (21)). The Hamiltonian, then, reads
with r = sin 2β 2 (1 + λ)g.
with the condition
As announced in Sect.II, the constraint (14) arises because of the non trivial topology of the su(1, 1) representation space.
The Fock basis for the new bosonic operators α is spanned by |m α = (α † ) m |0 α , m = 0, 1, 2, ..., where the vacuum α|0 α = 0 is
with the normalization coefficients fixed by the series expansion of 1/ √ u. We note that we can work with nonnormalized Fock basis since the normalization constants n0! (n0+m)!m! do not affect the results. We are now ready to formulate the ansatz for the eigenvectors of (H) ′ :
where K m and L m are coefficients to be determined.
Plugging (A7) into the spectral problem of the Hamiltonian (11), we obtain,
By inspection of Eq. (18), we obtain
leading to a closed Eq. (20) for K m :
With a similar logic employed in [16, 18, 23] , we want to extract the eigenvalues of H by looking at the analytical structure of a meromorphic function G(z), constructed by imposing that the eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian are indeed analytic in whole complex plane. In our scheme, G(z) is constructed resorting the property of the eigen-system under the application of the su(1, 1) automorphism (7). Namely, the transformation (7) on the new bosonic operators α, α † leaves the Hamiltonian's spectrum invariant, with eigenvectors changing as
Resorting to the parity symmetry operator Π 2−ph , in the even Fock space of α, the constant C = ±1, while it is C = ±i, for Fock states with odd parity. The transcendental functions in even and odd parity sectors are
where G o λ,± is defined real by multiplying an unimportant factor −i. Now we find even and odd functions are equivalent by considering the whole factor
Dropping the even and odd superscripts 'o' and 'e', we have,
where k = 0, 1, 2, .... The results are consistent with the isotropic two-photon Rabi model ones, λ = 1 [18] . We comment that the construction of G-functions as in (23) lies ultimately on the fact that the spectral problem for the model (13) can be recast (through a differential realization of su(1, 1)) to a differential equation of the Heun type. The analytical properties of the G-functions, giving in turn the eigenvalues of the model, correspond to specific conditions of analyticity that Heun functions must fulfill to be indeed well behaved solution of the spectral differential equation [16] . See [25] for a neat derivation of the G-functions as properties of the Heun functions.
As for the single-photon Rabi model [16] , the poles of G(z) provide the eigenvalues of the uncoupled bosonic mode, ∆ = 0. This is obtained by putting a m = 0 in Eq. (21): where 
for m = 0, 1, respectively. For the parameter in Fig. 2 
IV. QUANTUM PHASE TRANSITIONS
Our model describes a coupling between a bosonic field and a two levels system in 'zero dimension'. As we are going to argue below, the model displays a first order transition and a second order quantum phase transition.
A. First order transition and entanglement entropy
First, we discuss the wave function:
where the constant C = ±1 or C = ±i. In each parity sector, Ψ C reads as in (A16). At parity degenerate point, the wave function with fixed parity C can be determined as follows,
where M is the truncated number, |m denotes |m α , in the appendix it can denote |n 0 + m b in two-mode case, such that the wave functions can be written in a unified form, similarly |m is the corresponding basis under transformation a † → ia † . For our anisotropic model, the first energy crossing point corresponds to K m+1 (E pole m ) = 0, m = 0, 1:
and the corresponding wave function is
Therefore, the wave function of the Z 2 Hamiltonian is
another eigenfunction is
The eigenfunction labeled by parity C can be written as, (b) in the energy level, there is a sharp discontinuous parity change of the ground state from + to − as g become larger, as shown by a blue-dot line.
The entanglement entropy is
where ρ is the reduced density matrix obtained by tracing out the bosonic degrees of freedom ρ = tr bosonic (|Ψ Ψ|) [27] . For the first two levels:
, where λ i is the eigenvalue of ρ. See Fig. 3 , we can find that the entanglement entropy of the ground state jumps at a critical point. The size of the jump depends on anisotropic parameter λ. The discontinuity of entanglement entropy in principle corresponds to the first order phase transition. We then can consider that this model displays the first order phase transition. This result can also be confirmed that the parity of the ground state changes at this critical point. We emphasize that the entanglement can be related with quantum phase transitions as shown in various many-body systems [27] [28] [29] [30] .
B. Second order quantum phase transition
As for the second order quantum phase transition, we analyze the behavior of the energy spectrum of H for spin-boson coupling in the neighborhood of |g|/ω = g c = 1 |1+λ| (with no lack of generality, we set g > 0, λ > 0, and ω = 1). Indeed, by inspection of Eq. (14), we notice that ζ = 0 at g c . This implies that all the energy of all the levels is E 0 = − This scenario indicates that a can be non vanishing at g = g c meaning that the bosonic mode is macroscopically occupied. In this sense the quantum phase transition occurs as a super-radiance. Notwithstanding we cannot analyze the energy for g > g c with our exact solution (because of the topological constraint coming from the non-compactness of su(1, 1) algebra discussed in Sec(II)), the numerical data shown in Fig. 4 , indicate that the low energy levels decrease linearly, with a slope depending on the total bosonic number as −N x with x ∼ 1.1. If N → ∞, the curve will be a vertical line.
In the limit of large n, we resort to the RWA yielding the lowest energy as:
2 ) ≈ n(g c − g), in the limit of n ≫ 1 (the term of ω − ∆ can be neglected in the resonant case). This indicates that for g > g c the ground decreases as E 0 ≈ −nω for large n (Fig. 4(a) ).
In the Fig.4(b) where g = 0.85 which is larger than g c , the photon number probability of ground state appears to be equally distributed among a large number of modes n. Accordingly, the entanglement entropy saturates the bound 1, as shown in Fig. 3 .
We remark that in the anisotropic Rabi model proposed in Ref. [23] , the parity of the ground state changes at the level-crossing point, this behavior can be considered as the first-order quantum phase transition. Recently, the quantum phase transition in the isotropic Rabi model is investigated in Ref. [35] .
V. DISCUSSIONS AND SUMMARY
In this paper we studied a two-boson spin-boson model of the Rabi type in which the rotating and counterrotating spin-boson couplings act with to different pa-rameters. The exact solution of the model is provided through a variation of the Braak method. We remark that our formalism can be straightforwardly applied to two-modes Rabi models enjoying the same algebraic structure su(1, 1) ⊗ Z 2 of the two-boson case (see the appendix). The case with explicit parity symmetry breaking (inclusion of a term proportional to σ x ) could be approached as well within our scheme with minor changes [23] .
Remarkably the model displays quantum phase transitions, despite the Hamiltonian describes just two interacting degrees of freedom. We believe that this is possible because of the specific Z 2 symmetry of the system, acting in a 'zero dimension' space. Specifically, a first order quantum phase transition occurs because two states belonging to different parity sectors with the lowest energies cross. Such a level crossing is visible as a discontinuity of the entanglement entropy (obtained tracing out the bosonic degree of freedom). The other quantum phase transition occurs at higher values of the spin-boson coupling strength. It is displayed as a parity symmetry breaking transition allowing a macroscopic occupation of the bossing mode with a 'off diagonal order' a = 0. By exact analysis of the entanglement entropy we established that the quantum phase transition occurs continuously, sharing similarities with the super-radiance phenomenon.
Because of the Z 2 symmetry, the constant C has only two values ±1. So we can construct the transcendental function as:
use the coefficients above we can obtain G-function as:
where the coefficients D m is as follows The analytical property of G n0 λ,± is similar to it in the isotropic case, as shown in Fig. 5 . The poles of G n0 λ,± can be found similar as that for two-photon case,
The energy spectra has divided into two parts, one is the regular case, which correspond to the zeros of G n0 λ,± as E n0 λ,m,± . The other is the irregular case, which correspond to the level-crossing points, i.e., Juddian solutions. They can be found similarly as K m+1 (E pole λ,m ) = 0, then the numerator and denominator of G n0 ± are both 0. However, there is a few difference, in anisotropic case the first degenerate point is at m = 0, not m = 1 in isotropic case, because of the parameter λ of the counter-rotating term. The Juddian solution at m = 0 can be found as
if ∆ is known, from b 0 = 0 the especial value of g can be found as |g| = 4∆ω (n 0 + 1)(1 − λ 2 ) ,
As shown in Fig. 6 , we can exactly determine the first level-crossing points at subspace n 0 = 0, 1 for parameter ∆ = 0.2, λ = 0.5. In n 0 = 0 subspace, it is g = 75 − 1 ≈ 0.6452 for n 0 = 1 case. The wavefunctions at these degenerate points will be discussed in detail later.
Quantum phase transitions
For example, in isotropic 2-mode and 2-photon case, the first level crossing occurs in m = 1,
So the eigenfunction can be written as
where basis |0 can be |n 0 , 0 b , |0 α and |1 α , and |0 is corresponding case of |0 . Using parity they can be written as
where C = ±1, ±i, the two eigenfunctions are orthogonal to each other. We can study the entanglement entropy of the ground state. Similar as in two-photon case, here we can also find that the entanglement entropy of the ground state jumps at a critical point, see Fig. (7) . (b) in the energy level, there is a sharp discontinuous parity change of the ground state from + to − as g become larger, as shown by a blue-dot line.
